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Three Trainers In Top Form - By High Roller Racing


I have three trainers who prior to the very inclement weather have all been in top form. 
You may wish to do more reach on the three or just make your mind up after reading 
my article.


Rose Dobbin has her string in splendid form. As I write she has won 23 races so far 
this season which is more wins than any season in her training career. Lots of her 
horses are placed and running to their best form. Coole Hall, Attention Please and 
Final Fling have contributed three wins each. Attention Please is entered at Newcastle 
and shoulders a 7lb penalty but he could continue his progress with Ryan Day getting 
a good sequence going with the horse. Rose has an ex-Gordon Elliot horse in her 
yard named Boudry who was a useful bumper horse for Warren Greatrex before 
moving to Elliot. This switch to a smaller yard might be what Boudry needs and we 
expect him to come good for Rose plus he has a Newcastle entry this week.


Paul Nicholls had his horses in fine fettle before the bad weather having eight winners 
from his last eighteen runners. Paul is looking for entries in the ‘emergency bumper 
meetings’ to give horses like Tommy Silver and Peter The Mayo Man runs on course. 
Tommy Silver has Cheltenham entries so Paul wants a run on the level at one of the 
bumper meetings. Moabit is entered for Paul at Wincanton on Thursday and could go 
well with extra 6lbs to carry. Paul has his Festival runners all monitored and ready to 
run at the Cheltenham Festival so keep him on your side and consider his horses 
wherever they turn up in the near future.


Jamie Osborne is still in very good form having had three winners from seventeen 
runners in the last two weeks. It would be of no surprise if the yard didn’t add to their 
tally over the coming days with additional all weather meetings taking place. Kion and 
Alifax are two horses we should sit-up and take notice of if they run this coming week. 
Sea Ess Seas was heavily backed for the yard but didn’t win and it seems he could 
make amends soon as connections obviously rate him and want their money back. 
Miss The horses from this yard at your peril!


My own service High Roller Racing is in very good form and when selections have run 
in the last six days, at time of writing, the results speak for themselves.


27 February - GALA CELEBRATION - WON 5/4 
28 February Meeting Abandoned 
01 March - ZAMAN - WON 10/11 
02 March Meeting Abandoned 
03 March - BALLYVIC BORU - WON 8/11 

High Roller Racing is FREE to JOIN. If our selection WINS then you pay £10 but if we 
don’t win you pay NOTHING. The above horses were VERY HEAVILY BACKED... Gala 
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Celebration 5/6, Zaman 2/5 and Ballyvic Boru 2/7... my members knew and they took 
the early odds at best odds guaranteed. Come and join us by following the link 
below... in time for Cheltenham.


For the best bets each day from High Roller Racing CLICK HERE! 

Today's Sports Betting Preview - By Rick Elliott


Goals Expected At Anfield Tonight 

Liverpool take a five goal lead into the second leg of their Champions League last 16 
tie against Porto and kept a clean sheet in the away match. The tie is done and 
dusted which means Liverpool are certainties to progress to the last eight which could 
include five teams from the Premier League. Chelsea have their backs against the wall 
in Barcelona but Manchester City, Manchester United and Tottenham are favourites to 
qualify for the quarter-finals going into their second legs. ENGLAND are the 11/8 
favourites with bet365 to be the Champions League winning nation.  


Motivation is the key to tonight’s match at Anfield and the home team don’t need to 
go for a win. However, they have scored at least two goals in their last eight home 
fixtures in all competitions. If Liverpool do score early their effort levels may drop and 
that could let in Porto at the other end. Attention could then turn to one of their 
biggest games of the season, away to Manchester United on Saturday. Liverpool are 
better going forward than keeping things tight at the back so BOTH TEAMS TO 
SCORE is a good betting option at 7/10 with William Hill. 


Paris St-Germain and Real Madrid are two of the richest clubs in the world and 
virtually have the backing of a nation. Qatar bankrolls the French team and Real is the 
establishment of Spain’s favourite team. They take a 3-1 lead into the second leg in 
France tonight and that should be enough to see them through to the next round. 
Real have only lost four times in 22 Champions League starts on the road and can be 
backed at 3/10 with Betfair to win the overall tie. 


MISTER MUSIC Looks A Good Bet 

The jumps fixtures at Exeter and Newcastle have been lost today so it’s just All-
Weather racing at Southwell. Let’s hope racing over the sticks goes ahead this time 
next week as it’s the first day of the Cheltenham Festival which looks like starting on 
good to soft ground. The richest race at Southwell today is the one mile handicap at 
4.20pm. If the horse is good enough the weight is not a problem and from the top of 
the handicap MISTER MUSIC looks a good bet at 7/2 with Ladbrokes.  
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The Queen Mother Champion Chase - By Eddie Lloyd


Last week I covered my staking plan for Cheltenham, if you missed it, you can read it 
here. I also covered the Supreme Novices Hurdle and you can read that, here.


Having decided to cover 16 races in my analysis, today I’m going to look at the 
Queen Mother Champion Chase.


This showpiece is 2 miles and a Grade 1, Class 1 race.


First thing on the list when analysing these big races, is to look at the trends and this 
is a great way to narrow down the field and give us a head start.


Here are some of the key trends in the race -


30 of the last 32 winners had won over this course and distance  

16 of the last 17 winners had not run more than four times in the season 

33 of the last 34 winners had an SP of 11/1 or under 

14 of the last 15 winners were rated 160 or higher  

14 of the last 15 winners had one at least one Grade 1 race 

The only horse that fits all of the trends, is Altior at a generous 8/11!


I generally look to oppose the favourites in any race where I’m looking for value, but 
when betting at the festival, we’re looking for as many winners as we can. This is 
because we have a short timeframe to make a profit, as we’re using a separate 
betting bank. On paper, Altior looks a machine and with previous experience of the 
gruelling test that can be Cheltenham, he has to be on of the festival’s bankers.


Min is the obvious threat but looking at all of the trends, I’ll be using Altior as a single 
and in some form of multiple bets.


I’ll be back on Thursday with a look at one more race and then it’s time to pack my 
bags and head down to the meeting! The excitement is already brewing here at 
Betfan towers!


There is one selection for the Turbo Winning System, today -


14:20 Southwell - Crosse Fire 
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Tuesday’s Horses In Focus - By Unity Racing Investments


TILSWORTH LUKEY really wasn’t far away last week setting off at a huge 20/1 and 
finished off well just missing out on a great prize. 


This week we gave out a 100/1 shot we backed it on the nose but maybe that was 
being greedy and a each way bet may have been more suitable as the horse finished 
3rd but no chance with the winner. 


It would be nice to hit the target with one at a working mans price today and continue 
with our 3 years’ worth of proofed profits and it's not like we haven’t landed a 100/1 
shot before. 


SLOWFOOT didn’t run last week but came out a few days ago in a race that didn’t 
suit and ran bad still one with potential though as is RIAL who we backed at 33/1 this 
week still building fitness but the horse is due a win and has been campaigned to get 
the weight down. 


Tuesday's Horse’s In Focus 


Southwell 2-20 Handicap (Class 5) 5f - RUN WITH PRIDE may well be a bit of value in 
the race at 10/1 widely available 5f looks the right trip on a track like this and 
hopefully it will ride from the front today. Super consistent on the clock it would be a 
deserved victory for a horse that doesn’t win as often as he should. 


Southwell 2-50 Handicap (Class 6) 12f - MR FRANKIE looks too big at 40/1 and 
despite finishing behind last race it wasn’t too bad on the clock he looks well 
weighted and has moved to a stable with their horses running well so there is every 
chance of an improved performance today with a bit of luck he might need one or 2 to 
run bad but the price more than reflects that I would have the horse around 12/1 so 
it's all the way to value town win lose of draw. 


Southwell 4-20 Handicap (Class 4) 8f - Veteran STORM KING 20/1 is out sider of the 
field yet has been running in much better company it almost looks like a bit of a plot 
for a stable that is starting to get going. The fibresand will help the horse and this 
horse looks very over priced as well. Usually a horse that likes to be close to the front 
it should suit this race. 


Southwell 4-50 Handicap (Class 6) 7f - ICONIC FIGURE 15/2 looks like a Southwell 
specialist when you look at the ratings. A bold bid could be made today and 15/2 is 
big enough for a risk.


CLICK HERE - 12 Month Membership Only £96.00!
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